“Word Detectives” Activity Sheet:

1. Which letter comes at the beginning of a red fruit & sounds like "a?" (A-apple)

2. Which letter sounds like "c-" and comes at the beginning of a pet's name? (C-cat)

3. Which letters sound like "ee" and you hear in the middle of the word which is something you use to run on? (EE-feet)

4. Which letter do you hear at the end of this word for putting your hands together to make a noise? (P-clap)

5. At the end of the word for something you cook with, you hear the sound "n"- what is it? (N-pan)

6. Which letter sounds like "f' and begins the word "fire?" (F-fire)

7. Which letter sounds like "b" and begins the word for a yellow fruit? (B-banana)

8. Which letter sounds like "g", and begins an animal's name? (G-goose)

9. Which letter sounds like "d" and begins a pet's name? (D-dog)

10. This is something you can drive, and it's name begins with the "v" sound. (V-van)

11. This is something you pull up to close a coat or jacket, and it begins with the "z" sound. (Z-zipper)

12. This is the color of the sun, and begins with the "y-" sound. (Y-yellow)

13. This is a purple fruit, which sounds like "AA" in the middle of it's name. (A-grapes)